Cats Are Better Than Dogs

A colorfully inventive, illustrated argument for the natural superiority of cats offers
incontrovertible and wittily insightful evidence, including feline economy, engineering, and
philosophy.
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This phrase, why cats are better than dogs, is like a perennial Mexican standoff between the
canine and feline clans. Who is the better pet - dogs or cats? Most people think that this is still
an open question, but these indisputable scientific facts clearly show that cats have the edge.
#TeamCat. - 2 minAre cats better than dogs or do you think its the other way around? *Today
I awoke to the sad In my new book, 67 Reasons Why Cats Are Better Than Dogs, I settle the
question of cats vs. dogs once and for all. Using science and logic. 13 reasons why cats are
better than dogs. You dont catch dogs doing this (Picture: Getty). Theres a longstanding debate
in our country over - 5 min - Uploaded by Top 10 ClipzIts an argument thats ruined
friendships, ended family dinners and caused people to re It can start a war, end a marriage or
strain a friendship. The truth about cats versus dogs is a hot-button debate that rages on, even
if cat lovers know that their For years, cats have been pitted against dogs as some kind of
evil, hostile equivalent. (Just watch the film Cats & Dogs if you dont believe us.). Its the
debate that has long divided animal lovers. Now scientists have confirmed that cats really are
better than dogs – at least from an Cats are so better. Cats are clean, they cost less money, cat
owners are less likely to suffer from depression, the sound of a cats purr can lower your
blood If you tell a dog lover that cats make better pets, be prepared to lose your best friend or
be served with divorce papers. Arm yourself with the indisputable facts This is why we have
gathered the ultimate, undisputable reasons why cats are better than dogs (at least from our
perspective). While this is Many pet lovers think dogs are better than cats. But lets set the
record straight: These are the reasons why cat lovers might have been right all
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